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ABSTRACT
We have measured the wavelength dependence of the spectral linewidth of a
grating-tuned C W single-frequency external-cavity strained quantum well
InGaAslAlGaAs graded-index separate confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) diode
laser operating in the wavelength range from 935 to 945 nrn at room temperature, using
the heterodyne technique with two free-running lasers. The observed linewidth of the
heterodyne beat signal of the two lasers is Lorentzian and displays two components: laser
power-independent and laser power-dependent. Within the tuning range, this linewidth is
found to remain essentially constant at approximately 10 kHz at laser photon energies
well above the energy bandgap and exhibits a sharp rise as the photon energy approaches
the band gap. The wavelength dependence of the measured linewidth is consistent with
the calculated linewidth. However, the magnitude of the power-dependent component of
the measured linewidth exceeds the calculated linewidth due to spontaneous emission by
a factor of about 68 ± 9 The power-independent linewidth was interpreted by Welford
and Mooradian as due to shot noise caused by the statistical fluctuations in the carrier
population This concept of shot noise is extended to account for the additional
broadening for the power-dependent component of the observed linewidth in this work.
Including the shot noise as well as the spontaneous emission, the observed values are then
-10 times lower than the calculated values for the two components of the observed
linewidth. This may imply that the shot noise is significantly suppressed.
Thesis Supervisor: Roshan L. Aggarwal
Title: Senior Lecturer
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INTRODUCTION
The spectral linewidth of a laser arises directly from phase noise and indirectly
from amplitude noise through amplitude-phase coupling. In addition, the fluctuations in
the cavity frequency arising from the fluctuations in the refractive index of the laser
medium and/or the cavity length also result in the spectral linewidth broadening. The
sources of noise are classified into two categories: extrinsic and intrinsic. The extrinsic
noise sources include the current source noise, temperature noise, and acoustic
(vibrational) noise. In this work, the laser diode was driven with an ultra-stable current
source and thermally controlled by a temperature regulator. 'Me laser was operated on an
aluminum plate atop a box of sand and within a plexiglass enclosure, which was mounted
on a laser table. Therefore, the extrinsic noise is assumed to be negligible in comparison
with the intrinsic noise.
The intrinsic noise sources include the instantaneous phase noise and amplitude
(intensity) noise due to spontaneous emission, which result in a Lorentzian power-
dependent linewidth. However, the modell-3 based on spontaneous emission fails in
interpreting the additional broadening for the power-dependent component of the
observed linewidth in this work and the unexpected power-independent component of the
linewidth observed previously and in this work. The power-independent linewidth was
interpreted by Welford and MooradiaO as due to shot noise caused by the statistical
fluctuations in the carrier population. This concept of shot noise as an additional intrinsic
noise source is extended to account for the additional contribution to the power-
dependent linewidth observed in this work.
17
CHAPTER 
The transformation of phase noise to optical linewidth results in the well-known
power-dependent Shawlow-Townesl linewidth AVS-T, in which only the instantaneous
phase noise due to spontaneous emission is considered. The instantaneous amplitude
noise due to spontaneous emission induces a delayed phase noise (AM-FM coupling)
through the fluctuations in population inversion Allsp, which is characterized by Henry'S2
a. This delayed phase noise causes additional linewidth a2AVS-T through the same
Shawlow-Townes's phase-linewidth transformation. he shot noise due to statistical
fluctuations in the carrier population A71stat is converted to the intensity (amplitude)
noise. This intensity noise, in turn, follows the AM-FM coupling and thus brings in the
third component fa2AVS-T t the linewidth; here f is the ratio of A71sta t A71sp. Because
the three sources of phase noise go through the same final channel VS-T) leading to the
linewidth, their corresponding linewidths are referred to as the power-dependent
linewidths. Consequently, the overall intrinsic linewidth is the sum of the power-
dependent linewidth and the power-independent linewidth.
The resulting linewidth broadening due to x and f is quite significant and
wavelength-dependent for the semiconductor diode laser; the variation of AVS-T within a
few percent tuning range of a laser is negligible. On the contrary, x = at the resonant
frequency for gas and solid-state lasers which are operated at the frequency where the
maximum gain is. For many applications, wavelength tunability is an important
requirement of the semiconductor laser. A semiconductor diode laser in an external
cavity not only allows wavelength tuning but also results in considerable line narrowing.
Therefore, it is important to study the wavelength dependence of the linewidth of a
tunable diode laser in an external cavity.
In this work we have studied the wavelength dependence of spectral linewidth of
a grating-tuned CW single-frequency external-cavity strained quantum-well
18
InxGajxAs / AIyGajYAs graded-index separate confinement heterostructure
(GRINSCH) diode laser operating in the wavelength range from 935 to 945 nm at room
temperature. The minimum threshold current has been found to be as low as 40 mA and
the minimum linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal has been found to be as narrow as
-10 kHz at mW for laser wavelengths below 940 nm.
The work involves: a) design and construction of two grating-tuned free-running
external-cavity diode lasers, b) measurements of threshold current and spectral linewidth
using heterodyne technique with two lasers, c) calculation of the threshold current, the
amplitude-phase coupling factor a, and the linewidth, and d) comparison of the
calculated values with the measured values as a function of wavelength.
The linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal of the two lasers is found to remain
essentially constant at approximately 10 kHz at laser photon energies well above the
energy bandgap of the semiconductor and exhibits a sharp rise as the photon energy
approaches the band gap. The wavelength dependence of the measured linewidth is
consistent with the calculated linewidth. However, the magnitude of the measured
power-dependent linewidth exceeds the calculated linewidth due to spontaneous efission
by a factor of about 68 ± 9 After including the shot noise contribution, this measured
value turns out to be approximately 10 times smaller. This may imply that 90% of the
shot noise is suppressed.
The remainder of this thesis is divided into five Chapters. Chapter 2 provides a
theoretical background on the Shawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T, which serves as the last
channel leading to the power-dependent linewidth. The relationship between (X and the
energy band structure of the laser medium is discussed. This explains the vanishing of
linewidth enhancement at peak gain in gas and solid-state lasers. The physics behind the
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proposed shot noise model is explained and the analytical expression for its
corresponding linewidth is derived accordingly. Chapter 3 describes the model for the
calculation of x in this work. The model includes the effects of alloy composition, strain
due to lattice-mismatch, and GRINSCH quantum-well structure. Wavelength dependence
of x and the threshold current are calculated.
Chapter 4 describes the experimental apparatus and procedure. The design of the
grating-tuned external-cavity diode laser for a stable CW single-frequency operation is
described. A series of experiments have been conducted with two free-running grating-
tuned external-cavity diode lasers. Chapter presents the experimental results and the
comparison between the data and the calculations based on the proposed model. Finally'.
in Chapter 6 concluding comments offer a brief review of the most important results.
Some comments for future work are also given.
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THEORY OF THE LASER LINEW]IDTH
One of the most important properties of laser light is its spectral purity, which is
characterized by its spectral linewidth. This property is important for laser applications
such as high-resolution spectroscopy and interferometry.
2.1 Power-Dependent Linewidth due to Phase Noise
Interest in the linewidth was present prior to the invention of laser physics.
Schaw1ow and Townesl first predicted the Lorentzian power spectrum of the laser field
and the inverse dependence of the spectral linewidth on laser power. Lax2 pointed out
that this formula is only valid for operation below threshold. Lax's formalism for
operation above threshold is referred to as the modified Schawlow-Townes linewidth
AVS-T In this section, a common model is presented for the modified Schawlow-Townes
linewidth, which is adequate for all types of lasers and serves as the last channel
connecting the phase noise to the spectral linewidth for the following amplitude
(intensity) noise and shot noise.
To understand how the spontaneous emission broadens the laser linewidth,
consider the phase evolution of the electric field E(r, t) of the laser radiation. In the
absence of phase noise, the phase of the field evolves with time at a constant frequency v.
However, in the presence of spontaneous emission, which continuously alters the phase
and amplitude of the field, the uniform evolution of the phase is interrupted. The
21
CHAPTER 2
variation of phase in time domain can be Fourier transformed into frequency domain,
which results in a finite spectral width Av.
Quantitatively, the derivation of laser linewidth begins with the field E(r, t) in a
laser medium, which is given in a generalized form
E(r, t = A(r) e i[wjt-kr+,p(r, t)] + a(r, t) Awl"r+47(r, t)] (2.1)
with
27r c0) = 2rv, (2.2)
where A, w, and k are the amplitude, angular frequency, and complex wave vector of the
laser field in the medium respectively, a and are the amplitude and phase noises
respectively, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ad,11 are the frequency and vacuum
wavelength of the laser field respectively, and the subscript denotes the presence of laser
action. Assume that a(r, t) << A(r) and O(r, t) << wl, where is the time derivative of
(P.
Both the phase noise and the amplitude noise contribute to the spectral linewidth.
However, the latter occurs through an amplitude-phase (AM-FM) coupling, which is less
obvious. This is why Schaw1ow and Townes considered only the first component in Eq.
(2. 1), which represents the instantaneous phase noise due to spontaneous emission. The
second component involving the amplitude noise a is treated in Henry's amplitude-phase
coupling factor a in the next section.
Following the notation of Henry,3 the electric field E is normalized so that the
energy intensity Ip of the normalized field P is equal to the number of photons Nph in the
laser cavity:
22
IP = I -so * = Nph, (2.3)2
where El is the dielectric constant of the medium in the presence of laser. The normalized
field is chosen to retain the phase noise (p(t) of E such that
i0t)(t = Ip e (2.4)
Combining Eq. 2. 1) for E with Eq. 2.3) for the relationship between the two fields is
given by
[A+ a( t)] iwjt
EW e P(t) (2.5)
 -Ifl
The variable r in Eq. 2.5) is dropped because of irrelevance.
The result of a single spontaneous emission event is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The
field perturbation due to the ith spontaneous emission event alters by fli. The
advantage of the normalization of E to is that Afli has a unit magnitude and a random
phase:
IA#j = (2.6)
(i4p+ioj)Afl = 1e (2.7)
where Oi is random. This corresponds to instantaneous changes in the intensity Alpi and
phase AOj:
MA 2Ip cos O + 1, (2.8)
A (Pi sin Oi (2.9)
23
These changes occur at random times ti; the average rate of spontaneous emission events
is taken to be Rsp.
CCL
M
C:
.0)
co
E
(P
Fig. 21 Complex representation of the field P. The ith spontaneous emission event
results in instantaneous changes in the field amplitude , +Mpi
and phase ip - (,p A i).
The intensity fluctuations are subject to a strong restoring force because of gain
clamping above threshold. That is, the system has a single stable operating point at
which gain and loss are balanced. When the field is perturbed by spontaneous emission 
the laser undergoes damped relaxation oscillations. This returns the intensity Ip to its
steady state but leaves the phase ft.-ee to drift.
According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem'5 the power spectrum of the field
Sp(y) is given by the Fourier transform of the field autocorrelation functionR(r):
24
Real P
Sp(v = FR(r)j, (2.10)
with
1 T
- f E(t)E* (t - dt,
2T _T
R(r) = Jim
T-4-
(2.11)
where F denotes the Fourier transform. Neglecting the amplitude fluctuations (a <<
A), E in Eq. 2.5) becomes
E(t = A eiWit P(t) 
- FP
(2.12)
Upon substituting for E from Eq. 2.12), Eq. 2.1 1) for the autocorrelation of E(t) is given
by
- r dt.1 T A Wlt A*
- f --- e P(t)
2T -T Ifi Ifi
e-icoj (t- T)P* tR(r) = JiM
T--+-
(2.13)
It can be shown that the above equation can be written in the form
i 2 irvir iAT(T)
e eR(r = A12 (2.14)
where the ( ) brackets indicate the time averaged value and AT is the phase change
within an interval defined as
A T(r) = T(t) - T(t - r). (2.15)
The solution of Eq. 214) requires knowledge of the statistics of the fluctuating
variable Tt). Due to the random spontaneous emission events, the phase executes
Brownian motion and has a Gaussian probability distributions
distribution function of the phase f (V(t)) must satisfy the relation 
The probability
25
-[Ap2 (-r)14DJj
 4 X-Dj 
1
2 
I+ D127r
=D 92f(T(t))
AP 2 
df Opw)
dt
(2.16)
where the constant D is referred to as the phase diffusion coefficient and is given by
(AT 2 (T))
D = 21 ' (2.17)
The solution of Eq. 2.16) is the conditional probability f (T(t)) that gives the probability
that the phase will be V(t + ) at time (t + r) given that it was T(t) at an earlier time t.
This is given by6
f (AV(.r) = e (2.18)
and can be interpreted as a statement that the phase change in time 'r is a Gaussian
process. With f (V(t)) of Eq. 218), and with the additional assumption that AT(T) is a
stationary variable, Eq. 2.14) for R(,r) turns out to be
R(r = A12 e i2,rvl 'r e-DI  (2.19)
The final step is to complete the Fourier transform of R(T). Using Eq. 219) for
R(,r), the power spectrum of the field Sp v) in Eq. 2.10) can be shown
S, M = 21AI2
D
(2.20)
The lineshape of Sp (V) is Lorentzian centered at yj with linewidth (full width at half of
the maximum intensity FWHM) is given by
26
AV 2(r)A vFwHm = D - ( (2.21)
9 27rj
To express the linewidth in terms of measurable laser parameters, it is necessary
to evaluate (AV2 (,r)) according to Eq. 2.9) for AV. Because Oi associated with each
event is random as shown in Fig. 2 1, the time average of A 2 is performed in the
limiting case of infinite events
Rspj Rspj
AV2(,r)) lim sin0i sin -8i Rspj (2.22)
Rsp -00 F 2Ii=1 j=1 I I
where I is the number of photons in the cavity and the subscript is dropped from now
on for simplicity. Substituting Eq. 2.22) into Eq. 2.21), the modified Shawlow-Townes
linewidth has simple form
AVS-T(FWHM) -Rsp (2.23)
4 7rI
Referring to Yariv7' the rate of the spontaneous emission Rsp per mode is related
to the net rate of the stimulated emission per photon in the same mode G as given by
Rsp nsp G, (2.24)
with
n Nu (2.25)
sP Nu Nl'
where Nu and Nj are the occupation densities of the upper and lower states of the laser
transition, respectively. The proportionality constant nsp between Rsp and G is referred to
as the spontaneous emission factor'3,8 which reflects the degree of population inversion.
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For a strained quantum-well InGaAslAlGaAs laser9-10 used in this experiment, np 1
and does not play an important role in the wavelength dependence of laser linewidth.
The net rate of stimulated emission G per photon is given by
G = vg x gth, (2.26)
with
C (2.27)
V9 =_ nj'
and
gth = +-In (2.28)2 L R2
where vg is the group velocity of light in the active medium, n' is the real part of the1
refractive index of the active medium, gth and are the threshold gain and the internal
loss coefficient of the medium, respectively, L is the cavity length of the medium, and R1
and R2 are the reflectances of the two end mirrors of the laser cavity respectively. Here
the subscript I in nj' denotes the presence of laser action. It should be pointed out that nj'
as shown above is the phase refractive index for simplicity.
For a homogeneous laser medium, it can be shown that the number of photon I in
the cavity is related to the total output power Po by
I = Po nj' (2.29)
h yjym c
with
28
I (2.30)
YM = -In
2L -ij R2
where h is the Planks constant and m is the distributed mirror loss coefficient.
Substituting Eq. 2.24) for R and Eq. 2.29) for I, the Shawlow-Townes linewidth
in Eq. 2.23) is given by
2 -
hC C
AVS-Aki) YL+-In In nsp (2.31)2 T R28irPAl n 1L -ij R2
The laser linewidth AVS-T as shown above can be further related to the passive linewidth
of the Fabry-Perot cavity Avc via the photon lifetime rc in the cavity and the power Pm
emitted in the cavity mode, where
nj'L 1 1 (2.32)
Irc IL + -in __
27rAvc C 2 -ilR2
and
YL + IIn
PM 2 RjR2 (2.33)
1 In 1
2 il R2
Thus, Eq. 2.3 1) for AVS-T can be rewritten in the form
7rhc )2 nsAVS-A'11) A I PM (Avc P. (2.34)
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Output Mirror Active Passive Output Mirror
L a LP (Po = 1
Fig. 22 A schematic of a laser with a composite cavity.
In terms of the passive linewidth of the Fabry-Perot cavity Avc or the photon
cavity lifetime c as given by Eq. 2.32), significant reduction of the Schawlow-Townes
AVS-T linewidth can be achieved by placing the laser medium in an external cavity. To
illustrate the cavity-length dependence of Avs-T, consider a laser with a composite cavity,
as shown in Fig. 22, consisting of an active (gain) medium of length La and a passive
(zero gain) medium of length Lp contained in series within two mirrors with reflectances
RI and R2, respectively. The total output power Po is the sum of the two output powers
P1 and P2 emitted from the two output mirrors separately. nl' and a are the real part of
the refractive index and the internal loss coefficient of the active medium respectively,
and n' is the real part of the refractive index of the passive medium which is assumed to
1P
be loss-fi-ee (yp = 0).
The generalized photon lifetime in this composite cavity becomes
nj'a La + n' Lp1P
Irc = = YaLa + (2.35)
2rAyc C 2 RjR2
Subsequently, combining Eq. 2.35) for rc and hence for Avc with Eq. 2.33) for Pm, Eq.
(2.34) for the Shawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T can be extended to a generalized form
30
)2
AVS-T(A hc C IIn In nspYaLa +89POAl nj'aLa + j'PLp, 2 -ij R2 iIR2
(2.36)
It is obvious that Eq. 2-36) for the modified Shawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T
possesses three features: (i) AVS-T i inversely proportional to the total output power Po,
(ii) AVS-T i inversely proportional to the square of the cavity optical-path-length (naLa +
npLp), and (iii) AVS-T i inversely proportional to the laser wavelength XI. Besides, recall
that the linewidth is Lorentzian as shown in Eq. 2.20).
For a semiconductor laser, the first feature was first confirmed by Welford and
Mooradian.4,11 From their observed linewidth, however, they found an unexpected
component Aypj which is the non-zero extrapolated value for the linewidth at infinite
output power and is hence referred to as the power-independent linewidth. Although the
nature of Avpj is not well understood, their phenomenological model of the effects of
statistical carrier number fluctuations appears to be in excellent agreement with the
observed magnitude of Avpj at 2 73, 195, 77, and 17 'K. 12
The second feature Of AVS-T has been applied to reduce linewidth by using
external cavity configuration in laser design. Significant linewidth reduction was
successfully demonstrated by Fleming and Mooradian, 13,14 but they could not properly
determine the narrowed linewidth because of the resolution limit of their Fabry-Perot
interferometer. However, they first presented the Lorentzian linewidth for a
semiconductor laser and revealed the fact that the observed linewidth is significantly
broader than that predicted by the modified Shawlow-Townes linewidth VS-T as given by
Eq. 2.36). Mis discrepancy in magnitude attracted attention to the role of the neglected
amplitude noise caused by spontaneous emission. Recall that the modified Shawlow-
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Townes linewidth VS-T i the result of the instantaneous phase noise caused by
spontaneous emission. When the instantaneous amplitude noise is taken into account, a
delayed phase noise is induced due to amplitude-phase coupling. The delayed phase
noise results in linewidth broadening and is discussed in the following section.
2.2 Power-Dependent Linewidth due to Amplitude Noise
The second term on the right hand side for the electric field of laser radiation as
given in Eq. 2. 1), represents amplitude noise and was ignored in the derivation of the
modified Schawlow-Townes linewidth. However, this amplitude noise may lead to
additional phase noise; this process is denoted as arnplitude-phase (AM-FM) coupling.
The measure of this coupling is denoted by a. This additional phase noise, sometimes
referred to as delayed phase noise, contributes an additional component, proportional to
a2, to the intrinsic linewidth.
Following Henrys3 analysis, the total phase change ATj due to the it h
spontaneous emission event is the sum of the two terms:
A (pi = A pi,+ A (pi", (2.37)
where A(pi' is the instantaneous phase change, as given by Eq. 29), caused by
spontaneous emission, and 4pi" is the delayed phase change coupled from the
instantaneous intensity changeNi, as given by Eq. 2.8), caused by the same spontaneous
emission. This, in turn, requires a relation between the rate of change of phase and
amplitude to obtain A(pi". Then, the Gaussian statistics process that derives the linewidth
from Tj' in Section 22 can be applied to AVj".
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As shown in Henry's work2, the intensity-phase derivative equation is given by
Ap a & (2.38)
;t 2I dt
where
Anj'
a dn,"I dN An,"' (2.39)
Because the intensity fluctuation is negligible compared to its steady-state value Io, the
variable I in the denominator of Eq. 2.38) can be treated as constant. With the initial (ti
0) and boundary (ti -+ -) conditions for :
I(O) Io Ali (2.40)
J(00) Io, (2.41)
the delayed phase change ATj` accumulated during the post-emission relaxation
oscillations that returns the laser intensity from I(O) to I(-) is found by integrating Eq.
(2.38) from ti = to ti
A Till= a Ali. (2.42)
2IO
Substituting for AIi from Eq. 28), Eq.(2.41) for the delayed phase change A(Pi is
obtained in the form
A (Pill a [I+ 2-17 co s Oj]
21
a a
- Cos ej. (2.43)2I -JI
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Combining Eq. 2.43) for Aqj" with Eq. 2.9) for A(pi, the total phase change Api in Eq.
(2.37) is given by
A4P = vi 2I -,FI sin 0 -a cos oil. (2.44)
The first term is a small but constant phase change for each spontaneous emission event.
Over a large time interval r, it will yield an average total phase change
Rpj a aRsp
(A(P) lim I (2.45)
RpIA-+- j=1 21 21
or an angular frequency shift
Am d(A97 = aRsp (2.46)
dt 21
where R is the spontaneous emission rate per cavity mode. Because this constant
frequency shift does not affect the linewidth, the fst term on the right hand side of Eq.
(2.44) can be ignored.
With the effective total phase change Ag in the form of
IMN sin 0 -a cos oil, (2.47)
the total intrinsic linewidth can be derived by following Eqs.(2.15) through 2.23)
regarding the Gaussian statistics. Similar to Eq. 2.22), the value of (A(P 2) s
2) RspM(,,,,,2) ..
(A(P = 2I (2.48)
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In comparison with Eq. 2.22), the extra scaling factor (I a2) above predicts the
enhancement effect for the following parameters. Substituting Eq. 2.48) for (AIP2) into
Eq. 2.17), the phase diffusion coefficient D becomes
D = = Rsp ( +a 2). (2.49)
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The total intrinsic linewidth (FWHM) Av is also broadened, relative to the modified
Schawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T, by he same factor
Av D = -RsP (I+ a2)
7r 4 W
AVS-T (1 + a2). (2.50)
Therefore, in the presence of the amplitude-phase coupling, the characteristics associated
with the Schawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T are all preserved except in magnitude by a
factor of (1 + X2).
It can be shown that x can be expressed in the form as given by
(X _ dnl'l dN dzl'l dN AZ,' (2.51)
dn,"I dN d, x 1"/ dN AX,"'
where X and XI" are, respectively, the real and the imaginary parts of the electric
susceptibility of the laser medium. The dispersion of Zj' and XI" for population inversion
densities N and N AN is illustrated in Fig. 23 for gas and solid-state lasers, and
semiconductor lasers. For a gas or solid-state laser, the lasing transition takes place
between two discrete energy levels. As shown in Fig. 23(a), this results in a symmetric
,Xj'tA) and an anti-symmetric X'(A,) with respect to the resonant frequency vr which
corresponds to the energy difference between the two levels. Because lasing transition
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tends to occur at the resonant frequency yr where the gain (-ZI") is maximum, it is seen
that Z' does not change at this particular frequency. This indicates the vanishment of theI
amplitude-phase coupling at yr where the amplitude-phase coupling factor a is zero.
Consequently, no linewidth enhancement is expected at the resonant frequency for gas
and solid-state lasers.
A
11xiA
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V I
N+AN
- -011. V
VAI Vr
A
V
V V
VII Vr
(a) Semiconductor Lasers (b) Gas and Solid-State Lasers
Fig. 2.3 Dispersion of real part Z'and imaginary part Z' of the electric susceptibility forI 1
(a) a semiconductor laser, and (b) a gas or solid-state laser.
For semiconductor lasers, however, the lasing transition occurs between two
energy bands, which leads to dispersion asymmetry of Xf and XI,. 15,16 As shown in Fig.I 1
2.3 (a), the variation of population inversion density N not only shifts the gain peak in
frequency but also changes the magnitudes of Xj' and Xi" at any frequency. This
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indicates the existence of the amplitude-phase coupling all over the frequency region
where lasing transitions are allowed. Consequently, the amplitude-phase coupling factor
a is finite and linewidth enhancement is expected in semiconductor lasers.
By examining Eq. 2.50) for the overall intrinsic linewidth A and Eq. 2.34) for
the modified Schawlow-Townes linewidth AYS-T, the wavelength dependence of the
linewidth A is determined by that of x within a few percent of tuning range. A model
for the calculation of x as a function of wavelength will be discussed in the next Chapter.
2.3 Power-Dependent Linewidth due to Shot Noise
The shot noise in the carrier population is an additional intrinsic noise source. It
contributes to additional power-dependent linewidth and is responsible for the power-
independent linewidth Avpj as shown in the following analytical expression for the
overall intrinsic linewidth A.
AV AYS-T + AVS-T(X 2 +
k--- V__I
phase amplitude
noise noise
+ Avpj, (2.52)
shot
noise
with
f Astat = statisticalfluctuations in the carrier population (shot noise) -. (2.53)
AYSP fluctuations in the carrier population caused by spontaneous emission
where the [ ] bracket contains the power-dependent components due to phase noise,
amplitude noise, and shot noise, respectively, andf as defined in Eq. 2.53) is equivalent
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to the ratio of the power-dependent linewidth due to shot noise to the linewidth due to
amplitude noise.
The transformation from shot noise to spectral linewidth is through the following
steps. The power-dependent linewidth, the fluctuations in the carrier population due to
shot noise is converted to fluctuations in amplitude (intensity). The amplitude (intensity)
fluctuations are then transformed to spectral linewidth through two series of channels: the
AM-FM coupling firstly and the phase-linewidth transformation secondly. For this
reason, the product of (I+ a2) and A,_, is a common factor in the power-dependent
linewidth caused by shot noise. The factor f as defined in Eq. 553) quantifies the
fluctuations in the carrier population due to shot noise in terms of that due to amplitude
noise caused by spontaneous emission.
The fluctuations in the carrier population sp caused by spontaneous emission is
given by the following general form
Rsp CTSP16,17sp TS = YaLa + I I (2.54)rs nj'aLa + n' Lp 2 RIR2
rs 1P
where RP is the effective spontaneous emission rate (per mode), 0 s is the optical
confinement factor as will be discussed in Section 32, sp is the carrier lifetime due to
spontaneous emission, and the remaining parameters are as shown in Fig. 22 for an
composite cavity laser. Here r's gives the bulk spontaneous emission rate.
The statistical fluctuations in the carrier population Ai7stat caused by shot noise
only depends on the total number of carrier population i7stat and is given by
A77stat  'Astat (2.55)
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with
77stat """ VNth, (2.56)
where V is the volume of the active medium and Nth is the carrier population density at
threshold. Consequently, the ratio of the statistical fluctuations to the spontaneous
emission fluctuations is given by
A77stat TSP Cf YaLa +-in ;77sta, . 257)
AVSP rs nj'a La + n AL,.) L 2 R2
For the power-independent linewidth Avpj . we adopt Welford and Mooradian's
phenomenological model.4 In their work on A1YGajyAs free-running lasers, they
interpreted Aypj as due to statistical fluctuations in the carrier population A1stat as given
by Eq. 2.55), through the fluctuations in the cavity frequency. They deduced
JAVApj = Fsyl La
n' g La + n' Lp
, la lp )
A77sta - (2.58)
Here we simply replace the phase refractive index nj'a with the group refractive index
ni'a I to account for the dispersion and extend their expression for solitary diode laser to
this general form for a composite diode laser and result in the scaling factor
La In comparison with Eq. 2.36) for the power-dependent Schawlow-
n + n AL
'algLa lp p
Townes linewidth AVS-T in which the scaling factor decreases with the increasing
optical-cavity-length to the second power, therefore, Avpj is expected to present relatively
less linewidth reduction in an external-cavity diode laser.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMPLE INTERBAND MODEL FOR THE CALCULATION OF
AMPLITUDE-PHASE COUPLING FACTOR a
The amplitude-phase coupling factor a is an important parameter in the study of
wavelength dependence of spectral linewidth. As discussed in Chapter 2 the amplitude-
phase (AM-FM) coupling involves the real and imaginary parts of the complex
susceptibilityZ1. BecauseXj depends upon the band structure of semiconductor and the
physical structure of the device, effects of alloy composition, strain due to lattice
mismatch, graded-index separated-confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) quantum
well structure, and polarization relaxation time T2 are considered in a simple interband
model for the calculation of a in this work. This model neglects the effects of band
nonparabolicity, band-tail states, relaxation of momentum conservation for optical
transitions, and excitonic and nonradiative recombination.
3.1 Band Structure of Semiconductor
Fig. 3 (a) shows a typical parabolic energy-band-structure, i.e. electron energy E
versus the wavevector k curves for a bulk (3-dimensional) IIIN binary or ternary
semiconductor such as InxGajxAs. The most significant parameters are the energy band
gap Eg(x) and the effective masses of electron me(x) in the conduction band and of the
heavy hole (HH), mHH(x) and of light hole H) mLH(x) in the valence bands; they vary
with different binary materials and the alloy composition x of the ternary compound. The
effective masses are implicitly determined from the curvatures of bands according to
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(3.1)
with
(3.2)
where the subscript j denotes the carriers: electron, HH, or LH, and Ej is the energy of
carrier j above the band edge associated with a given state kj. Note that hole is a virtual
carrier which indicates the absence of electron in an allowed state.
EC EC
i
IP-r- - - -IC
- -- - - - -- X / 
---- --- --, -- -j C k`' I
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LH I Mui W
EV EV
(a) (b)
Fig. 31 (a) A typical energy band structure for a IN semiconductor, and (b) Quasi-Fermi energies
and Fermi-Dirac occupation factors for electrons and holes.
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The black dots represent electrons in the allowed energy states in the conduction
band and the white dots represent holes (HH, H) in the allowed energy states in the
valence band. Because electrons in semiconductors obey the Fermi-Dirac distribution for
the occupation of the allowed states, Fig. 31 (b) shows the Fermi-Dirac occupation
factors
f (Ej (3.3)
e(Ec - Efc)IkT
for an electron with energy Ec to occupy a state in the conduction band and
fv(Ev = 1 (3.4)
(Ev-Efv)IkT
e
for a hole (HH or LH) with energy Ev to occupy a state in the valence band, where k is the
Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature of the semiconductor, and Efc and EfV are the
quasi-Fermi energies for electrons in the conduction band and for holes in the valence
bands respectively.
If the material is extremely thin in one or two dimensions, it is referred to as
quantum well (2D) or quantum wire (ID) in contrast to the bulk (3D) material.
Quantization of energy levels occurs along the direction of the thin dimension. On the
other hand, the allowed states are spaced uniformly along other directions as given by
27r
ki S li (3.5)
where s in an integer and 1i is the length of the crystal in the ith direction. It can be shown
that the density of states pj(Ej) (per unit energy and volume) for carrier j in a quantum-
well diode9 (2D) as used in this experiment are a step function as given by
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= 7 Mipj (Ej) 2 H(Ej - Ejn),
n=1 A LQW
=h
27r'
(3.6)
with
(3.7)
and
lor E > Ein
otherwise
(3.8)
where h is the Plank's constant, LQw is the thickness of the quantum well, En is the
quantized energy-level n for carrier j, and H is the Heaviside function. Consequently, the
electron density in the conduction band is the integration'of the product of the density-of-
states pe(Ec) and its Fermi-Dirac occupation factorfc(Ec) over the entire conduction band
as given by
N = Pe Ej f (Ej dE -
0
(3.9)
Similarly, the hole density in the valence band is
co 00Nv = f pHH (Ev) fv (Ev) dEv + fpLH (Ev) fv (Ev) dEv, (3.10)
0 0
which is the sum of the densities of HH and of LH. Because of charge neutrality,
N = Nv = N. (3.11)
It is obvious that the density-of-states p(E), the quasi-Fermi energy Ef, and the
Fermi-Dirac occupation factorf(E) arise from the band structure of semiconductors.
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1
H(Ej - Ejn) =
0
When interband transitions take place, the recombination (generation) of electron-hole
pairs results in the optical gain (loss) and the variation of refractive index in
semiconductor media. The magnitude of gain (loss) and of refractive index depends on
the carrier density N. Because the amplitude-phase coupling factor a involves the
coupling between gain (loss) and refractive index through the carrier density fluctuation
AN, all the band structure parameters as described in this section are relevant for the
calculation of a.
3.2 Physical Structure of a Quantum-Well Diode Laser with Graded-
Index Separate Confinement Heterostructure (GRINSCH)
The performance of a laser, especially a semiconductor diode laser, depends not
only upon the intrinsic band structure of the laser medium but also upon the physical
structure of the laser device. To illustrate this, first consider a quantum-well
InxGal-xAs / AyGal-yAs laser diode with GRINSCH structure as depicted in Fig. 32.
Here the alloy compositions x and y, as shown in Fig. 32 (a), are the mole fractions of In
and of Al in host GaAs. The InxGajxAs/A1YGajyAs wafer used for the fabrication of the
laser diode for this experiment was grown at Lincoln Laboratory using metal-organic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique17,18 with a strained graded-index separate-
confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) single-quantum-well structure. In addition to
the p+-contact layer and the n-substrate, this heterostructure consists of the following
layers: a 1.8-Am-thick (LC) n-A1O.4GaO.6As cladding layer (yC = 0.4) a 0.2-ivn-thick (GR)
graded n-AlyGal-yAs barrier layer (YGR linearly graded from 04 to 02) a 10-nm-thick
(LQW) InxGajxAs active layer xQw = 0.14) a 0.2-Mm-thick graded p-AlyGal-yAs barrier
layer (yGR linearly graded from 02 to 04), and a 1.8-jun-thick p-A-l0.4GaO.6As cladding
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layer. The device is -mm (La) long and 20-jon (w) wide with a internal loss coefficient
Ya = 035 cm-1. For simplicity, one facet of the diode is high-reflection (HR) coated with
reflectance RHR  99.9% and the other facet is anti-reflection (AR) coated with reflectance
RAR < 01%.
Crystal Growth
Direction
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I I.. 
I - 0.2 (In(Al) 04 02 0.0
(a) (b)
Fig. 32 (a) Aoy composition structure along the crystal growth direction, and
(b) a typical quantum-well diode laser with GRINSCH structure.
When in operation, the diode laser is forward biased. Current injects carriers
(electrons and holes) into the diode, which provides the population inversion. The
advantage of the heterostructure design is, as shown in Fig. 33 (a) to obtain higher
population invers ion density and waveguiding effect. By fort-ning a potential well in the
conduction band to trap the electrons and a potential well in the valence band to trap the
holes, a locally higher carrier density is available and laser transitions take place between
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the two wells. The formation of the potential wells is implied in Fig. 32 (a), because the
energy band gap discontinuities (barrier heights) Mc and AEv depend on the alloy
compositions x and y. The layer in which the two potential wells are formed for lasing is
therefore called the active layer.
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Fig. 33 (a) The conduction and valence band edges under forward bias in a quantum-well GRINSCH
InxGal-xAsIAlyGal-yAslaserdiode,and (b)MestaticrefractiveindexproffleandtheopticaI
field (fundamental mode) profile. Waveguiding effect contributes to the optical energy
confinement in the active layer as shaded.
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Similarly, the discontinuity in static refractive-index profile leads to an index
waveguiding effect: the laser field Es is stronger in the active layer, as shown in Fig. 33
(b), which is the solution of the wave equation for the field under the boundary of the
refractive index structure as illustrated. his contributes to the optical energy
confinement within the active layer; the ratio of the energy confined in the active layer as
shaded to the total energy spread over the layers is defined as the optical confinement
factor S. The product of s and the bulk gain gives the effective modal gain. This
implies that a larger value of rs requires lower injected carrier density for lasing.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Quantization of the energy levels for electron, 1111 and LH in a quantum well, and
(b) schematic representation of the parabolic subbands.
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As the thickness of the active layer is reduced to the range of hundreds of A', the
confined electrons and holes display quantum effects; their kinetic energies En are
quantized along this (crystal growth) direction, as shown in Fig. 34 (a), where j
represents the carrier (electron, HH, or, LH) and n is the order of the quantized energy
level. On the contrary, the kinetic energies in the plane perpendicular to the growth
direction remain parabolic with respect to k-L as given by Eq. 3.2) Therefore, the total
kinetic energy for each carrier is, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (b), the sum of the two components
as given by
h 2k 2
Ej = (Ej)II + (Ej I = Ein + - I? (3.12)
2mi
which leads to subbands. The laser transitions occur between a conduction subband and a
HH (or LH) valence subband of the same order n and releases (absorbs) a photon with
energy
A2k2 h2k2
.Lhv,=Eg+Ec+Ev=Eg+ Een ' + Ehn + (3.13)2me 2mh
where E9 is the band gap between the two potential wells, Ec and Ev are the kinetic
energies, measured from the electron and hole well bottoms in the conduction and
valence bands, respectively, and the subscript h represents for either HH or LH.
The resulting lasers are therefore called quantum-well (QW) diode lasers. The
major benefit brought about is that the total number of carriers needed to achieve
threshold carrier density in the active layer of the QW laser is significantly reduced.
Consequently, effects of quantum-well and waveguiding due to the physical structure of
the laser diode result in higher modal gain and lower threshold current Ith, which affects
the amplitude-phase coupling factor a for its dependence on the carrier density N (- 1).
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3.3 Effects of Alloy Composition and Strain due to Lattice Mismatch
As a thin active layer of a material with a larger (smaller) lattice constant than the
cladding layers is grown, the lattice suffers a compression (expansion) in the plane of the
active layer to match that of the barrier layers.9-10-19 In addition, the lattice constant
along the crystal growth direction becomes elongated (shortened) in an effort to keep the
volume of each unit cell the same, as illustrated in Fig. 35 (a).
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Fig. 35 (a) Compressive strain and lattice deformation. Tetragonal distortion due to
the application of two-dimensional stress to a cubic crystal. Note that the
epitaxial layer contracts in the interfacial plane but expands in the vertical
plane, and (b) biaxial strain-induced shift and splitting of the valence bands.
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The distortion in the crystal lattice introduces a deformation perturbation term into
the Schrodinger-like effective mass equation20 and results in (a) change in the bandgap of
the strained layer,21-26 (b) separation of the degenerate heavy-hole (HH) and light-hole
(LH) valence bands at k = ,26,27 and (c) modification of the HH and LH effective
masses. 10,24,27-29 The shift of band gap results in a shift of the laser wavelength. The
separation of the HH and LH bands reduces the band-mixing effect which causes the non-
parabolicity of the band structure. This leads to a much lighter HH effective mass and
slightly heavier LH effective mass3O in the interface plane between the active and barrier
layers; the effective masses of HH and LH along the growth direction remain unchanged.
Because the conduction band is relatively far away from the HH and LH valence bands,
the electron effective mass is not affected by the strain perturbation to the first rder.31
The changes in effective masses are reflected in the curvatures of the band structure as
shown in Fig. 35 (b). A comparison of the effective masses of electron, HH, and LH in
In0.14Ga0.86As in the bulk and the strained quantum well configurations is listed, in the
unit of free electron mass MO, in Table 3 .
Table 31 Effective masses in Ino.14Gao.86As in the bulk and
strained quantum well confi ons
Electron Heavy Hole Light Hole
iso in planej_ // growth in planej_ # growth
Melmo MHH.LIMO MHH11 /MO MLH I /MO MLH11 /MO
0.061 0.372 ........... 0.068
Unstrained 0.061 0.372 0.372 0.068 0.068
The reduction of HH effective mass due to strain decreases the HH density of states. This
will raise the quasi-Fermi energy and hence the Ferm.i-Dirac occupation factor for HH in
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the valence band. Consequently, the strain leads to a higher differential gain (gain per
injected carrier). This results in lower threshold currents th,9,10,19 smaller amplitude-
phase coupling factor a, and hence narrower linewidth.
Recall that the band structure depends upon the aoy composition, as discussed in
Section 3 . For example, the energy gap E for bulk AyGal-
9 yAs and InxGal-xAs is
experimentally determined in the form
1. 424 124 7y for x > 045
Eg (y = (3.14)
1. 424 + 124 7y + 1 14 7(y - 0. 45)2 forx > 045
and
2Eg (x = 1. 424 - 1619 0553 x (3.15)
In the presence of strain due to lattice mismatch, the material parameters of the strained
active layer are modified; the barrier layers remain unstrained. Because laser action
occurs in the active layer, Table 32 only lists the material parameters for strained
InxGal-xAs32-34 In addition, the lattice constants of the ternary AyGal-yAs and the
binary GaAs are approximately the same and the strain effect is independent of y.
Therefore, these material parameters for strained InxGal-xAs are given only as a
function of x. The Luttinger parameters2O are used to calculated the effective masses of
HH and LH, whereas, the spin-orbit energy Aso is necessary for the calculation of some
output parameters such as susceptibility and spontaneous emission rate. The
heterostructure discontinuity Qc, combining Eg(y) given by Eq. 3.14) and Eg(x) listed in
Table 32, determines the barrier heights of the quantum wells in the conduction and the
valence bands for the quantization of energy levels in the wells.
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Table 32 Material parameters32,33 for strained InxGal -AsIGaAs
Description Function Unit
Refractive index nj': nl'(x) = 413.18(l - x) + 14.6x
Luttinger parameters20 y yj (x) 6.85(l - x) + 3.45x 2/Mo]
Z2 (x) 2. IO(] - x) + 0. 68x
72
73(x) 2.90(l - x) + 1.29x
Electron effective mass: [MO]
Mc// = MC- = Mc mc (x) = 0. 067(l - x) + 0. 15x
Heavy-hole effective mass: mHH (x) = h2A'yl (x) - 2,y2 (x)] [MO]
Bulk: MHH11 MHH_L MHH mHH11 (x) = h'l[ yj (x) - 2 y2 (x)]
Strained: mHH_L mHH11 mHH MHH, W = h'A 7, W + 2 WI
Light-hole effective mass: MLH (x) = h2A yj (x) + 2 y2 (x)] [MO]
Bulk: Mw// MLH.L mix mLHII (x = tz2l[ y (x) + 2y2 (x)]
Strained: MLH_L MLH11 MLH MLH_L W = tZ 21[,Yl X _ 2 X)]
Energy gap Eg For x < -5:
Eg (x = 1. 424 - 1.06x + 0. 08X 2 [eV]
For I < x < :
Eg (x = 1. 424 - 1.061x + 0. 07x2 + O.O3x3
Energy splitting S: For X < -5:
= 0. 465 - .33x 2 [eV]
S = Eg (LH) - Eg (HH)
For I < x < :
= 0. 48 - .43x2 + 0.152x3
Spin-orbit split energy A,,,: A,,, x = 0. 341(l - x) + 0. 38Ix [eV]
= EcIAEg = 065Heterostructure discontinuity Q,: QC 
QC I= EcIAEg =AEc Eg(x)IQ,-Eg(y)l,,
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Table 33 Input parameters of the model for the calculation of a.
Description Symbol Value
Alloy composition in QW layer XQW 0.14
Alloy composition in GR layer YGR 0.20
Alloy composition in C layer YC 0.40
Thickness of QW layer LQW 10 AO
Thickness of GR layer LGR 2000 AO
Thickness of C layer LC 1800 AO
1,ength of laser diode La I mm
Width of laser diode W 20 m
Internal loss coefficient in QW layer Ya 3.5 cm-1
Reflectance on high-reflection HR facet RHR 100 %
Effective reflectance on the other facet Rm 25 
Polarization relaxation time T2 X lo-13 sec
In addition to the material parameters, other parameters used in the calculation are
classified into three categories; namely, the input, intermediate, and output parameters.
In addition, the carrier density N and vacuum wavelength are the two variables, and the
alloy composition x of the active layer and the polarization relaxation time T2 are used as
the adjustable parameters in this model at room temperature 20 'C).
This model stores the material parameters for strained InxGal-.,,As / AyGal-yAs
as library functions. The aoy compositions x and y, and the dimensions, the internal loss
coefficient, and the effective facet reflectances of the laser device are used as the input
parameters of the model to specify the laser diode as listed in Table 33.
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3.4 Input, Intermediate, and Output Parameters
The material parameters such as the energy gaps between conduction band and
valence bands, the effective masses of electron and holes, the barrier heights of the two
potential wells, and the static reffiactive indices, as listed in Table 32, are first evaluated
as a function of the input alloy composition. Subsequently, the two-dimensional
intermediate parameters such as density of states, quasi-Fermi energies, and the Fermi-
Dirac occupation factor are calculated. Separately, the one-dimensional intermediate
parameters such as quantum-well energy levels and optical confinement factor are
calculated by applying Chinn's model35,36 for diode lasers with GRINSCH structure. The
related equations and formulae32-34,37 for the evaluation of these intermediate parameters
are given in Table 34.
Given the quantized energy levels Ejn for carrier j (electron, HH, or LH) where n
is the quantum number of the energy subbands, the following parameters can be
calculated for the derivation of the output parameters:
Eq = Eg + EeO + EHHO, (3.16)
is the lowest energy subband gap,
2E
IMbI 2 = MO q (Eq + &so)- (3.17)
6me (Eq + 2AO 13)'
is the momentum matrix element38 where Aso is the spin-orbit energy as given in Table
3.2, and
.U = emol Mb, (3.18)2rc
is the electric dipole moment.
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Table 34 Intermediate ParameterS28-31,37 of the model for the calculation of a
Description Related Equations or Formulae
Density of state pj for carrierj 00 Mj
pj(Ej) 2 H(Ej - Ej.)
,,=o ir It LQW
Fermi-Dirac distributions: f (E, Ef = I
conduction band: e (E-Efc)IkT
valence band: fV fv (E, Ef,
e(E-Ef,,)IkT
Quasi-Fermi energy levels: Total carrier density N in either band:
conduction band: Efc 00
N = f p, (E) f (E, Efc) dE
valence band: Efv 0
Nc Nv = N VHH + NvLU
LH
Nv = f v i (E) fv (E, Efv) dE
-0
Threshold condition: bulk gain Threshold condition: modal gain
I n JR ILa9th I bulk = Ya - HRRm) 9thimoda = rs9th 1bulk
Optical confinement factor36 ]Fs: Wave Equation for electric field Es:
r-s f A Esj' j dx Es,2 2 2 d 2 -
active all VZ 2 Es(z = 
layer layers c dt
nIA Quantized Energy Level35 En Schrodinger Equation for energy Ejn:
for canderj n QW:
2
V2+ V (z) Vfn (z = Ejn Vfn (z)
2mjll j
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Using the model of Dutta38 for the quantum well QW) gain and spontaneous
radiative recombination rate, the output parameters of the present model in this work are
numerically calculated according to the formulae3,9,10,37 as listed in Table 35, where
0 = T2
AC 7r[i (CO - COo)'T21 (3.19)
is the normalized Lorentzian lineshape function39 where T2 is the polarization relaxat ion
time. The output parameters include the electric susceptibility 1, gain g (- 'X"),
amplitude-phase coupling factor a, total spontaneous emission rate per unit volume RT,
spontaneous emission lifetime sp, current density J, and current L In considering the.
threshold condition, the threshold values of these output parameters are obtained.
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Table 35 Output parameters of the model for the calculation of (X.3,9,10,37
1 Susceptibility: X(Wd = I(cOI)Ie-HH+ Z (col Ae-LH
AEc 2
XI Wd f dEc 101holel(Ti WIA2 +'I g(rod PQWe (EC) [fc (Ej + f (E,,Ile
e-hole 0 e0h LQW
2 Gain ,4): g(;Ll = (2xlAl nZj"(kl)
3 Amplitude-phase coupling factorTa(Ai):
d '(,I,)IdN. AZI'(,Zl)
a(Al) Xl
dXl"(,k,)IdN AXI"('Zl AN
4 Total spontaneous emission rate per unit volume RT: [sec-I m-3]
RT = RIe-HH+ Rle-LH, where
co
Rle-hole f d", [R (,I, )le-hole] and
0
9 2 0)3 nj, PQWe (Ej
R(Al )le-hole = f dEc Irc, 3AEO g(O)l) X- [f (Ej + fv (EJ1 hol - ]
0 LQW
5 Spontaneous emission lifetime sp: [sec]
,rsp = NIRT
6 Current density J: i = q N LQw lrsp
7 Current I: I = J A = q N(LQw AIrsp = q N VI-rsp
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3.5 Calculated Amplitude-phase coupling factor a and Linewidth
Versus Wavelength
The output parameters are computed, using the formulas listed in Table 35, as a
function of laser wavelength Al for various injection carrier densities N at room
temperature T = 293 'K. The most interesting output parameters are the amplitude-phase
coupling factor x(Xi, N), and the threshold current Ith(Al). However, the electric
susceptibility N) is necessary for the derivation of a(", N) according to
d
a(AI) (3.20)
dZI"(L1)1dN &Zi"(L,
Figs. 36 (a) and (b) illustrate AX'IAN and AIJ., vs. wavelength at a fixed AN.
Notice that the imaginary part 1'JAN falls to zero rapidly within a short range for l
beyond 940 nm, while the real part 'IAN remains finite. This feature is expected to
result in a sharp rise for a(Al, N) when LI approaches 940 nm from shorter wavelengths
according to Eq. 3.20). As shown in Fig. 36 (c), the calculated x increases rapidly with
increasing wavelength for > 940 mn; x = 26 at 940 n as a reference. This is because
as laser photon energy approaches the band gap of the quantum-well, the gain starts
dropping to zero quickly. The active medium needs more and more carrier density N to
maintain the threshold gain 9th(Xl), which is proportional to XI". Up to a point, the
fluctuation of gain g (amplitude) due to spontaneous emission can not be restored no
matter how many carriers are driven into the system. However, this large amount of extra
carriers induces a big change inZl' (phase noise), which results in a rapid increase in x,
and, consequently, a large broadening of linewidth.
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Fig. 3.6 Calculated (a) (b) AXj'JAN, and (c) a as a function of wavelength at threshold
condition, using x = 0.14 and T2 = 1 x1o -13 sec, and AN = 1 x 1015 cm-3.
Knowing a(kj), the linewidth Av due to spontaneous emission alone can be
evaluated according to Eqs. 2-50) for Av and (2.36) for the Schawlow-Townes linewidth
AYS-T, respectively,
(3.21)
and
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Av(;Ll = AYS-T[1 +a 2(j,)],
2 
hc C I ' IAVS-T(11) =   YaLa + -In In nsp.
'a La j'PLp 2  RIR8zPOAj ni 2 ilR2
(3.22)
Assuming the external-cavity laser is running with an output power Po = mW at
A, = 940mn, and using the values for the various parameters given in Tables 32 and 33
(nj'a = 36, La = Imm, nl'p = , Lp = 0cm, a = 3.51cm, RI = RHR 99.9%,
R = Rm - 25%, and nsp - ), Eq. 3.22) for the Schawlow-Townes linewidth yields
AVS-T =_ 20 Hz. (3.23)
Combining Eq. 323) for AVS-T with aX) at x = 014 and x = 016, Eq. 321) for
Av(Al) due to spontaneous emission is plotted versus wavelength as shown in Fig. 37.
Both linewidths exhibit the same feature of sharp rise as a(Al) does except turning at
different wavelengths which correspond to different band gaps due to somewhat different
x values.
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Fig. 3.7 Calculated linewidth due to spontaneous emission alone versus wavelength
for x = 0.14 and x = 0.16.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental setup used in this work allows a measurement of the spectral
dependence of laser linewidth as a function of wavelength. This work involves (a) the
design and construction of two grating-tuned free-running external-cavity diode lasers,
and (b) the heterodyne measurement of laser linewidth using these two lasers.
4.1 Design of Grating-Tuned External-Cavity Diode Laser
The use of external cavity provides three advantages: i) broad-band wavelength
tunability by using a diffraction grating as a wavelength selector, ii) linewidth reduction
due to the increase of photon cavity lifetime, and iii) single-mode operation. 13
A schematic of the gating-tuned exterrial-cavity diode laser is shown in Fig. 4 .
The system contains a temperature-controlled solitary diode laser, imaging optics, and a
blazed grating in a rigid cavity. This strained quantum-well In0.14Ga0.86AS1Al0.4Gao.6AS
GRINSCH laser diode was fabricated at Lincoln Laboratory. One facet of this diode laser
was high-reflection (HR) coated with reflectance RHR 99.9% and the other facet was
anti-reflection (AR) coated with RAR < .1%. The HR coating serves as an end-mirror of
the external cavity. The AR coating is to avoid the interference between the external
cavity and the tiny resonant cavity in the solitary diode.
The HRIAR laser diode was mounted on a heat sink which is made of oxygen-
free-high-conductivity copper with high thermal conductivity. The temperature of the
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heat sink is controlled by a thermal-electric (TE) cooler (Marlow Industries, Inc., Model
Ml 04002 2) which is sandwiched between the heat sink and a water block. The TE
cooler is controlled by a thermoelectric control unit (Canadian Instrumentation and
Research Limited, Model 902B). 'Me circulation of chilled water through the water block
removes the heat dissipated from the TE cooler.
The imaging optics consists of an objective lens, a half-wave plate, and a beam
splitter. The polarization of emission is parallel to the interface plane between the active
and graded-index layers. The beam diverges from the AR coated facet of the diode in the
epilayer growth direction rapidly. This diverging light was first collimated by a Fujinon
objective lens which is a spherically corrected achromat of focal length - .5 in.
Subsequently, the polarization of this collimated light was rotated by 90 degree through a
half-wave plate for a higher diffraction efficiency and resolving power from the grating
behind this plate. A 60%-transmission beam splitter is inserted to couple out two beams
in opposite directions.
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The Littrow-mounted diffraction grating (Milton Roy Co.) is a wavelength selector
and served as the second end-mirror of the external cavity. The grating was mounted 0
cm away from the solitary diode and oriented in the beam diverging direction. As
illustrated in Fig. 42, the 1.5-cm wide and 3.75-cm long blazed gating has 1200 lines per
mm and a blaze angle y= 30'. Using the first order of diffraction, the 1-in-wide diffracted
beam from the grating has a bandwidth AvG - 587 GHz.
It can be shown that the power reflectance of gating depends upon the
polarization of the diffracted beam. Within the tuning range in this experiment, the
grating provides higher reflectance for the p-polarization, in which the electric field of the
light is in the plane of incidence than for the s-polarization in which the field is
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. This is the reason for the use of a half-wave plate
to rotate the polarization of the beam. Measurement showed that the p-polarization
reflectance of the grating is RG - 95%, the transmittance of the half-wave plate THWp -
95%, the transmittance of the beam splitter TB - 60%, and the transmittance of the
Fujinon lens T - 90%. Therefore, the overall reflectance for a round trip is
R = RHR TAR TL TBS THWp RG THWp TBS TL TAR
= RHR Rm, (4.1)
where
Rm = TAR TL TBS THWp RG THWP TBS TL TAR
=_ 25%, (4.2)
is the effective reflectance of a virtual end-mirror of the external cavity.
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Fig. 42 (a) Section of a blazed grating, and (b) The Littrow autocoflimation mounting.
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Consider a 10-cm-long effective Fabry-Perot cavity consisting of two end mirrors
with reflectances RHR = 99.98% and Rm = 25%, respectively. The free spectral range
vFSR, which is the longitudinal mode spacing, is
C 3 x 1010 cm1sec
VFSR = - _ = 1. 5 GHz, (4.3)
 - T36 x 0. cm + 1 x 10cm)2(,,,,La + ,,L,)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, np = I is the refractive index of air, Lp = 0 cm is
the length of the external cavity. In comparison, the bandwidth vG - 587 GHz of the
grating covers three to four longitude modes.
In order to reduce the technical vibration noise due to mechanical vibrations of the
laser cavity, the major components of the cavity structure were machined from
Superinvar with a thermal expansion coefficient 1.26 x 10-7 'IC-1. In order to reduce the
technical vibration noise due to other sources of external noise, the two lasers were
operated on a laser table. Further acoustic isolation was provided by mounting the lasers
on an aluminum plate atop a box of sand and within a plexiglass enclosure, as illustrated
in Fig. 43.
Foam-Covered Plexiglass Enclosure
Moon
Two Lasers
5iI 1 #2
fe tftW 
Laser Table
Fig. 43 Acoustic isolation affangement.
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Fig. 44 Block diagram of the setup for threshold current measurement
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4.2 Measurement of the Threshold Current
Current is one of the output parameters which is controllable and measurable.
Measuring the output power as a function of current provides a simple technique for
determining the threshold current of a laser. Fig. 44 shows a block diagram of the setup
for the measurement of threshold current. Because of the configuration of the external
cavity, there were two output beams from each laser. The weaker beam was focused into
a power meter (Anritsu Optical Power Meter, Model ML 910B with ± % accuracy) for
the calibration of the total output power. The stronger beam was split by a beam splitter.
One of the split beam was sent to a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer
(Coherent Model 240 with 1.5 GHz free spectral range) to verify single-mode operation.
The other split beam was directed into a 0.3-m andf/5.3 spectrometer (McPherson Model
218) to monitor the coarse wavelength tuning.
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LabView COMPUTER
The values of the total output power and the current were simultaneously recorded
and plotted by a LabView x-y plotter which is a computer software. 'Me magnitude of the
current was adjusted manually. After every plot, the wavelength was tuned nm up or
down by turning the 14"-80 fine bolt to change the diffraction angle of the grating. The
shift of wavelength was monitored by a video camera in front of the outlet slit of the
spectrometer. The resolution of this arrangement is I A'.
Fig 45 shows a typical plot of the laser output power versus current. The
threshold current was determined by extrapolating the sharply rising part of the power-
current curve. The intersection of this curve with the current axis was taken as the value
of the threshold cur-rent. A program performed this evaluation for every power-current
curve at different wavelengths. In this manner, a plot of threshold current as a function of
wavelength was obtained.
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Fig. 4.5 Plot of laser output power as a function of injection current.
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El t, = E cos[2 7vlt - kIx + T, (t)], (4.4)
and
'E2 (t' X) = E2 cos[2 7rv2 - k2x + T2 (01, (4.5)
where the subscript I or 2 denotes the laser number, andkoi  Vi, ki, and Ti are the
amplitude, frequency, wavevector, and phase noise of the laser field, respectively. The
net field E(t) of the collinear beams is then given by
f(t = cos[2 avIt + PI 01 + 02 COS[2 xy2t + T2 (01, (4.6)
assuming that the detector is located at x = . Consequently, the intensity iH(t)'incident
on the square-law photodetector is
1H = t) At)
2
= 2 [1+ cos2(27rvjt+(pj(t))]
D.C. A.C. current
current in opticalfreq.
[1+
D.C.
current
E2+ 2
2
cos 2 2 v2t + P2 (0)] +
A.C. current
in opticalfreq.
)ICOS[2 7(V + V2)t P W + T2 (0]1 +('EOi * E2 1
A.C. current
in opticalfreq.
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4.3 Measurement of the Laser Linewidth using Heterodyne
Technique with Two Free-Running Lasers
The external cavity laser linewidth and frequency stability were determined from
heterodyne measurements involving two independent, free-running lasers. Suppose the
two laser beams are plane wave with electric fields
(Voi 0 02 )Icos[27r(v - v2)t +OPI - 2 (011 (4.7)
A.C. &rrent
in microwavefreq.
Because no detector responds as fast as optical frequencies and the DC. components on
the right hand side of Eq. 47) do not affect the overall frequency, only the last term
above may be detectable, providing v, and y2 are close to each other. Therefore, the
effective current iH(t) generated by the two laser beamsE, and E2 are given by
iH (t = k, k2 ) cos[2n(v - 2)t + 1 (t - 92(t)], (4.8)
where the effective frequency is the difference between the two laser ftequencies vj and
v2, which is the so-called heterodyne beat frequency
VH = - 2- (4.9)
As shown in Eq. 4.8), optimization of the heterodyne signal at the detector occurs when
the two laser beams are collinear with electric fields in the same direction. As the
photodetector current iH(t) flows through the resistive load Rd in the detector, a voltage
across the load is generated
VH W = iH (t)Rd (4.10)
This heterodyne voltage VH(t) is amplified and input to a spectrum analyzer Hewlett-
Packard Model 8566B) , which determines the power spectral density Sp(v) of the
amplified heterodyne voltage
VH,,, W = M VH W = (MRd ) iH W - iH W, (4.11)
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where M is the amplification factor. According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem as
mentioned in Section 2 , the power spectrum Sp(V)Of VH,,f (t) is given by the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function of VHm (t)
SP V = F VHM (t)vHm (t - r 01- F iH (t - r) (4.12)
where Ft I indicates the Fourier transform of the bracketed expression and < > denotes
the time-averaged value of the autocorrelation function of the bracketed expression. The
autocorrelation Of iH(t) is given by
R(r) iH(t)iH(t-,r)
12 e'[WHr+Agl (T)-A92 (T)] +e_'IWHr+Aqj(T)-A92(,r)]
141 -'E024
(4.13)
where
AT, (r) pj (t - (p, (t - r,
A T2 (r) T2 W T2 (t (4.14)
are the phase changes within the interval as defined by Ap in Eq. 215). The second
term in the brackets in Eq. 4.13) is symmetrical to the first term in spectrum and will be
neglected from now on. This simplifies Eq.(4.13) into the form of
11 EO S 4212eiO-)Hr iA91 (r) -iA92(r)
(r = e e (4.15)
4
Because the phases (pl(t) and 92(t) are independent so that the autocorrelation for the two
phases can be separated as follows
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R 12 eiO)H T e M91 (T) e-iA'92 (r) (4.16)('r) = 41 00 I 'a -O 2
Comparing Eq. 416) with Eq. 2.14), the result for R(r) in Eq. 2.19) can be applied to
Eq. 4.16)
1 _01 _0212 iWH R(r) - e e-DIN CDA
4
,o] E0212 iwHr
e e-(D] D2)1 (4.17)
4
where DI and D2 are the phase diffusion coefficients as defined in Eq. 2.17). Referring
to Eqs. 2.20-2.21), Fourier transforming Eq.(4.17) yields the power spectrum Sp(y of
the beat signal
- 12
SP(V = E01 E02 - -- I (4.18)
2(D + DA I + (V - VH)
(DI + D2)127r
Therefore, in the case of randomly fluctuating phases 91(t) and 92(t), the
heterodyne signal retains the features of the two sources. Eq. 4.18) indicates that the
lineshape Sp(v) of the heterodyne signal is still Lorentzian but centered at the beat
frequency yH. The linewidth AyH of the heterodyne signal is equal to the sum of the two
laser linewidths AvI and Av2
AVH (DI D2)  DI D2
X
AV1 + AV2, (4.19)
where Ay, and Av2 are given by Eqs. 2.21-2.23).
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A schematic of the heterodyne setup is shown in Fig. 46. Recall that the design
of the grating-tuned external-cavity diode laser provided two opposite beams as shown in
Fig. 4 1. The weaker beam from each laser was focused into a power meter separately.
The two stronger beams from two lasers were combined on a beam splitter. In order to
maximize the heterodyne signal at the detector, a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot
interferometer and a series of apertures were employed to insure beam collinearity A
linear polarizer was inserted for maximum dot product of the two electrical fields E, and
E '2 as suggested by Eq. 48). The transmission axis of the polarizer was made to
coincide with the bisector of the angle formed by the two electric fields. Coarse
frequency line coincidence was achieved by monitoring the laser output through a
spectrometer with a resolution of I A'. Line overlap was accomplished with a
combination of grating tilting and current as well as temperature tunings. The single-
mode operation was verified by the scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. In all
experiments, beam isolators were used to prevent optical feedback from the spectrometer
and the Fabry-Perot interferometer. Feedback from the Ge avalanche photodetector
(Newport Corp., Model 877) was avoided by defocusing the beam and all lenses were
tilted slightly off axis.
The powers of the two lasers were approximately fixed at mW. The Lorentzian
power spectra Sp of the heterodyne signals between the two lasers operating from 935 nm
to 945 nm were recorded by a LabView program. The linewidth of the heterodyne
spectrum at each wavelength was evaluated by the least-squares fit to the measured
lineshape. A quick way to determine the - 3 dB (FWHM) linewidth in log scale is to
measure the averaged full width at 40 dB down from the peak intensity. It is easy to
prove that the - 3 dB linewidth is equal to the - 40 dB width divided by 100. The
uncertainty associated with the value for the 3 dB linewidth is thus the uncertainty (the
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width of noise) at this - 40 dB level divided by 100. Consequently, the plot of linewidth
of the heterodyne beat signal between the two lasers as a function of wavelength was
obtained.
COMPUTER
Fig. 46 Block diagrmn of the heterodyne setup.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A series of experiments have been conducted with two free-running grating-tuned
CW single-mode external-cavity strained quantum-well InGaAsIAIGaAs GRINSCH diode
lasers. Measurements include the power spectrum at constant current, threshold current
spectrum, heterodyne linewidth-inverse power characteristics, heterodyne linewidth
spectrum at constant power, and frequency stability test. These experimental data are
compared with the calculation using the simple interband mode as described in Chapter 3.
Features of the wavelength dependence of the spectral linewidth and the amplitude-phase
coupling factor x are therefore extracted from these comparisons.
Wavelength tunability is one of the prerequisite properties of the laser for the
study on the wavelength dependence of the laser linewidth. The tunability of one of the
two grating-tuned CW single-mode external-cavity diode laser used in this experiment is
illustrated in Fig. 51, in which the laser output power is measured and plotted as a
function of wavelength at a constant current I = 80 mA. This power spectrum shows a
tuning range from 925 nm to 955 nm, providing a laser power Po 5 mW. In addition, a
power spectrum also reveals the gain profile of the diode laser; Fig. 5.1 implies that the
maximum gain occurs at wavelengths around 945 nm.
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Fig. 5.1 Plot of laser output power as a function of wavelength for laser diode #1.
Because the threshold current for a laser decreases with increasing gain of the
laser medium, the minimum threshold current of this diode laser is expected to occur at
945 nm where the power and, hence, the gain is peaked. This expectation is justified with
a measurement of the threshold current as a function of wavelength. As shown in Fig.
5.2, the valley of the measured spectrum of threshold current takes place near 945 wn as
expected. In addition, the calculated threshold current based on the simple interband
model, using x = 016, shows a good agreement in comparison with the measured one.
This agreement supports the use of the simple interband model for the calculation of the
amplitude-phase coupling factor x.
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Fig. 5.2 Comparison between the measured (dots) and the calculated (solid curves)
threshold current Ith as a function of wavelength , using x = 0.1 6 for laser # 1.
The comparison for (X between calculation and measurement is performed in
terms of laser linewidth Av, because x can be deduced from Av through a relation as
given by Eq. 2.50)
(5.1)
where the Schawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T can be calculated according to Eq. 236).
Therefore, measuring the linewidth spectrum of the heterodyne beat signal between two
lasers provides the wavelength dependence of linewidth and of (X simultaneously.
Heterodyne beat signal between the two free-running external-cavity strained quanturn-
well Ino.14Gao.86As / A10.2Gao-Os GRINSCH diode lasers used in this experiment is as
shown in Figs. 53 (a) through (d) for A = 940 nm, in which the vertical scale is IO
dBlDiv. The center (beat) frequency, span (horizontal scale), scan time, and resolution
bandwidth of each measurement (plot) are given in the right upper comer. Fig. 53 (a)
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AV(A = AVS-T 1 + a (A)] I
shows that the heterodyne measurement was taken when the two lasers #1 and 2 were
observed in stable single-mode operation on the scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer as
shown in the inset. The center frequency of 678 MHz of this beat signal is then the
difference between the two laser frequencies. The most significance out of this
heterodyne beat spectrum is its Lorentzian lineshape which identifies itself arising from
the random phase noise. Applying least-squares Lorentzian fit (thick black solid curve)
to the bush-like data, one obtains a 20-kHz linewidth (FWHM) of the spectrum at 940 nm
wavelength at a fixed mW output power from each laser. The uncertainty associated
with the FWHM linewidth is easily determined: the noise width at 40 dB down from
signal peak divided by 100, as discussed in Section 43. In this particular case, the
uncertainty at - 60 dB = - 20 dB - 40 dB) is - 600 kHz on one wing, consequently, the
uncertainty for the linewidth is - 6 kHz. he values for the linewidth, its uncertainty, and
the output power are given on the left upper comer of each plot.
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Fig. 53 Heterodyne beat signal between two free-running external-cavity diode lasers: #1 and 2 at 940
nm for different output powers. The thick black solid curves are Lorentzian fits to the data.
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Because Lorentzian function decreases less rapidly than Gaussian function for
frequencies away from the center frequency, the lineshape at 40 dB down from the beat
signal peak is more Lorentzian than that at 3 dB down in the presence of the extrinsic
noise; the lineshape is then, more or less, a mixture of Lorentzian with Gaussian
functions. Therefore, the 40 dB width retains more accurate value for the linewidth of the
Lorentzian component of the heterodyne beat signal than the 3 dB width does; this
method does not require a spectrum analyzer with a very high resolution bandwidth. In
order to determine the relative contribution to the spectral linewidth from the extrinsic
noise, a long heterodyne measurement was carried. As shown in Fig. 54, the frequency
jitter between the two free-running lasers displays a Gaussian envelop with a linewidth of
approximately 90 kHz in a 60 sec scan: a jitter rate of 1.5 Wilsec. This jitter rate implies
that the frequency jitter in a short 100 msec scan is 150 Hz, which is relatively less than
the observed linewidth on the order of tens of kHz. Therefore, this helps the justification
for the early assumption that the extrinsic noise is negligible in this work.
LINEAR -7 -7 I I I
IH7.
CEN
391
4-
7ER
47 1
Fig. A Frequency jitter between two free-running InGaAs external-cavity diode lasers.
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Because the Schawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T i inversely proportional to the
output power, one can repeat the same procedure with different output power Po at 940
nm and plot the linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal as a function of inverse power as
shown in Fig. 5.5. It is found that the extrapolation of the heterodyne linewidth-inverse
power curve into the linewidth axis shows a finite linewidth Aypj - 75 kHz at infinite
power. Other than this power-independent component Avpj, the power-dependent
component does display the linearity with respect to the reciprocal power, which agrees
with our analytical expression for the overall linewidth including the shot noise
contribution as discussed in Section 23.
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Fig. 5.5 Measured linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal as a function of inverse output power.
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Repeating the same procedure for heterodyne linewidth measurement over the
tuning range yields the plot of heterodyne linewidth as a function of wavelength as shown
in Fig. 56. Data shows that the heterodyne linewidth displays a sharp rise for
wavelength above 940 mn but remains relatively constant at approximately 10 kHz below
940 nm. Recall that, as discussed in Section 43, the linewidth of the heterodyne signal
Av(Xl) is the sum of the two laser linewidths Ayj(Aj) and Ay2(Aj); Lorentzian
linewidth is additive. Considering the shot noise model, which includesf and Avpj due to
shot noise, the linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal is given in the general form
Av(,) = Avl(A.1) + Av2(Xl)
2 A'j)(1 + f 2 X,)(1 + f
= AVS-T 1 + al I+ Aypj + AVS-T11 + a2 + A vp,2
2 ('kj) 2('jj)](j+f)
= AVS-T 2 [al + a2 + (Avpj + A vp,2
2(
= AVS-T 2 cc J) + (X2 + f ) + A vpj, (5.2)2
with
AVS-T = OHz (5.3)
Ayp = AvPi + Avp,2, (5.4)
where AVS-T i calculated as given by Eq. 3.23), and Avpj is the total power-independent
linewidth of the two lasers and is 75 ± kHz at 940 nm as shown in Fig. 5.5 In
comparing the measured linewidth with the two calculated linewidths due to spontaneous
emission as shown in Fig. 37, the sum of the two calculated linewidths, with x = 04
(dominant) and x = 016, respectively, appears to fit data in shape except in different
scales. The agreement on shape, especially on the turning point at 940 nrn, indicates
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that the second diode laser has an alloy composition x = 014; this second diode was
broken before we could carry out the measurement for threshold current spectrum which
suggests x = 016 for the first diode. At this particular wavelength A = 940 nm, using the
calculated values for ocl(940nm = 26 for x = 04 and C2(940nm) 1.1 for x = 016 and
the observed value for Avp = 75 ± kHz it can be shown that f 68 ± 9 Assuming f
and Aypj are weakly wavelength dependent, combiningf = 77 (maximum value forf) and
Avpj = 6 kHz with the calculated values for x and (X2 as a function of wavelength,
calculation for the linewidth of the heterodyne beat signal versus wavelength according to
Eq. 5.3) is found in qualitative areement with the measurement as shown in Fig. (5.5).
It should be pointed out that this number 68 ± 9 forf depends upon the calculated values
for x; both are complementary to each other. These values for Avpj and forf deduced
from x and heterodyne finwidth are compared with their calculated values using the shot
noise model as follows:
932 934 936 938 940 942 944 946
Wavelength X (nin)
Fig. 56 Measured (dots) and calculated [solid curve: Avl(x=0.14 + Av2(x=0.16) withf = 77 and
Avpj = 6 kHz] linewidth (FWHM) of the heterodyne beat signal as a function of wavelength.
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To calculate the factorf, consider the parameters involved in the definition forf as
given by Eq. 2-53):
16177stat (5.5)f 
A17sp
Here f represents the ratio of the statistical fluctuations (shot noise) in the carrier
population A77stat o the fluctuations in the carrier population A17sp caused by amplitude
fluctuation due to spontaneous emission. Comparison between the calculated value forf
and the deduced value 68 ± 9 forf is necessary for the justification of this shot noise
model.
The calculation for f involves the following values: RHR = 1, Rm = 25%,
1 -10 3La = I mm, n' = 36, ya = 35 m- = cm, V = 2 x 10 cm and s = 015,la
Nt - .5 x 1018 cm-3, and rsp - .3 x 10-13 sec. The values for the last three
parameters: optical confinement factor I' threshold carrier density Nth, and the
spontaneous emission lifetime sp are calculated from our simple interband model. The
remaining values are taken from Table 33. Note that both fluctuations in carrier
population A17stat and A77sp count the total number of carriers instead of the carrier
density. Hence, the dimensionless 7th, the total number of threshold carrier population, is
the product of the threshold carrier density Nth and the volume V of the active layer as
given by
877th=VxNth=3xlO (5.6)
Subsequently, the statistical fluctuations in the carrier population Ai7st are then obtained:
77t = th = .73 14. (5.7)
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Substituting the appropriate values into the following expression for Ai7sp yields
16,17 = sp Rsp T C yaLa + 1In 26. (5.8)
SP nf La+ Lp 2 RHRRmI'S rs la
Consequently, f is given by
r 4f _ s Ai7sta - 73 x 1 0 = 660 >> 1. (5.9)
Ai7sp 26
Thus the calculatedf and the observed value off differ by a factor of 10. As shown in Eq.
(5.2), f and x are complementary to each other. The lower observed value off may also
imply that 90% of the shot noise is suppressed.
Applying this shot noise model to the solitary diode laser in Fleming and
Mooradians3 work, using the values: Rm = RHR = 032, n' 3.6, La = 300,um,
3 r 2 x 10-13ya 45 cm- Lp = , s = 04, V 4 x 10-11cm SP sec, and
817th V x Nth 1.8 x 10 one obtains
Ai7stat 1.35 x 10 4 (5.10)
and
Ai7sp - 375 x 10 3 (5.11)
which yields
f - Ai7stat 13500 3.6. (5.12)
,A17SP 3750
Notice that their calculated f = 36 is relatively negligible in comparison with our
calculated f = 660. This is the reason why there is relatively little difficulty in
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interpreting their value of the linewidth by only considering the spontaneous emission
effect including a2; this smallf could have been easily absorbed into a2 unintentionally.
On the other hand, comparing Eqs. (5.8) and (5.1 1) for A17sp and Es. 5.6) and (5. 10) for
A77stat, considerable linewidth reduction using external-cavity suppresses the fluctuations
in the carrier population A7sp, from 3750 to 26, due to spontaneous emission, yet, the
statistical fluctuation 17stat remains unaffected. Therefore, as shot noise becomes
dominant, it results in a larger The competition between the spontaneous emission and
the shot noise, which is responsible forf, is the new physics to the additional linewidth
broadening.
Shot noise affects the linewidth not only through the AM-FM coupling in the
active medium but also through the shift in cavity-mode frequency. Modifying Welford
and Mooradian's3 phenomenological model for the power-independent linewidth vpl for
each laser, simply replacing the phase refractive index nj'a with the group refractive index
nja1g, as given by
IAVPI I =
(5.13)
with
+ V dnia ;Ll (dnia
nj'aIg = n' nia - (5.14)la n' A 1 '
nia d la
where IN i the total carrier population as given by Eq. 5.7). Because n I may be veryla 
different from nj'a near resonance depending on both the magnitude and sign of the
dispersive factor dnia as shown in Fig. 36 (a), the factorA, in Eq. 5.13 is
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very much wavelength dependent other than temperature dependent. For simplicity in a
qualitative picture for Avpj, taking the average of the measured value at room
temperature for (- -5 x 0-12) from Welford and Mooradian'S3 work, and
substituting our appropriate values into the remaining parameters as shown in Eq. 5.13)
for Avpj i, one obtains
2 x I AVPI I=2x 0.15x (3.2 x 10 14) 0.-1 (5 x 10-12)43 X,08
3.6 x 0.1 I X 10
80 kHz. (5.15)
The additional factor of 2 accounts for the sum of Avpj, and AVPI2 for the two lasers,
respectively. In comparison with our observed value for Avp - 75 ± kHz, a factor of
10 lower in magnitude in our strained quantum-well laser diode may account for the
strain effect which reduces the differential refractive index per carrier per unit volume
dnia However, the consistency in the comparison of f and Avpj for both components
dN
of linewidth may imply that the shot noise is partially suppressed.
The idea of statistical fluctuations in population seems against the laser dynamics
in lasing condition in which the population inversion (carrier) density is supposed to be
clamped at its threshold value and A77sta = . However, this argument may be true for a
completely homogeneous medium, and is not necessarily the case for an inhomogeneous
medium. From this point of view, the simple form for A77stat as given above represents
the limiting case of a completely inhomogeneous medium. Therefore, the shot noise-
induced linewidth may be well below the calculated value using the simple relation.
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This shot noise model provides a qualitative interpretation for the discrepancy
between the observed linewidth and the calculated linewidth due to spontaneous emission
only. The competition between the shot noise and spontaneous emission determines the
magnitude of f and the shot noise is responsible for the power-independent linewidth.
This model shows its consistency for external-cavity diode lasers in this work and for
solitary diode lasers in previous work.
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CONCLUSIONS
The semiconductor diode laser has proven to be an ideal medium for the study of
fundamental noise processes in lasers. The wavelength dependence of the spectral
linewidth of a grating-tuned CW single-mode external-cavity strained quantum well
InGaAslAlGaAs GRINSCH diode laser has been investigated for operation at room
temperature 20 'C). Measurements include the power spectrum at a constant injection
current, threshold current spectrum, linewidth-inverse power characteristics at a fixed
wavelength, and linewidth spectrum at a constant power. Theoretical work is the
calculation for the amplitude-phase coupling factor cc as a function of wavelength using a
simple interband model. Based on the experimental results, we have proposed shot noise
in the carrier population as an additional source for the spectral linewidth.
The overall intrinsic laser linewidth consists of a power-dependent component
and a power-independent component. The well-known Shawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T
considers only the spontaneous emission and falls into the category of power-dependent
2 -dependent.
linewidth. This power-dependent linewidth involves a which is wavelength
Our calculation for x indicates a sharp rise in the power-dependent linewidth spectrum as
the laser photon energy approaches the energy band gap of the semiconductor. This
feature in shape is observed in the linewidth spectrum using the heterodyne technique.
However, there is a big discrepancy in magnitude between the observed linewidth and
calculated linewidths due to spontaneous emission alone.
The shot noise provides a qualitative interpretation for the discrepancy between
the observed power-dependent linewidth and the calculated linewidt h due to spontaneous
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emission only. For power-dependent linewidth, although shot noise and spontaneous
emission are two independently intrinsic noise sources, they affect the laser frequency
through the same final channel, that is, the fluctuations in phase. This is the reason why
the Shawlow-Townes linewidth AVS-T is a common factor in every component of the
power-dependent linewidth due to different noises. Shot noise is also responsible for the
power-independent component of linewidth Aypj.
Because shot noise also depends on wavelength through its dependence on the
threshold carrier density, f and Avpj should depend on wavelength too. However,
linewidth-inverse power measurement was conducted at one wavelength in this work
only. Hence, only values forf and AVpj were deduced at this wavelength. For further
study of the shot noise contribution, the wavelength dependence of f and Avpj must be
measured.
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